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Service contents - Pro Plan

Feature Description 

Customer User 
A cidaas Customer User provides the possibility to manage information about 

a user, the authentication procedures and permissions. 

Deduplication / Identity 

Linking 

The cidaas Identity Linking allows to link different identities of a user, e.g. 

from two different social providers or two already registered user accounts. 

Advanced Multi-Factor- 

Authentication  
Multi-factor authentication (MFA), also known as two-factor authentication 

(2FA), has become one of the most important tools for protecting data. 

Passwordless 

Authentication 

The passwordless authentication procedure enables a user to be 

authenticated without a password, e.g., using alternative authentication 

methods such as biometrics or push methods. 

FDS Reporting 
cidaas Fraud Detection (FDS) is an integrated functionality for detecting 

identity theft, bot attacks and more. 

JWE JWE (JSON Web Encryption) - is a standard for encrypting JWT. 

Progressive Profiling 

Progressive profiling collects step-by-step and contextual user data after 

initial registration. It helps make re-registration smoother for customers while 

optimizing the data available. 

Login Provider 

cidaas enables the integration of various other Identity Providers (IDP). 

We call these "Login Providers". This allows a person to authenticate or 

register with his/her user identity from another system in cidaas - and 

therewith in your applications. 

Hosted Pages 
cidaas enables with the Hosted Pages concept the customizing of different 

user interfaces, e.g. the login UI. 
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User Group 

A cidaas User Group offers the possibility to group multiple user accounts 

(Customer User) with the goal to manage business or technical contexts, 

information and permissions in a structured way. In particular, it is about 

adding, removing and changing roles in a group. 

• Roles and rights can be bundled in a group and applied to a user.

• Through group management, people can belong to several different

groups, such as the project manager group, and thus be easily

assigned.

• Hierarchies can be mapped via groups, sub-groups.

• In addition, further specific attributes can be added configuratively to

groups and users.

Advanced Webhooks Contains all important events and webhooks from cidaas. 

Apps 

A cidaas app represents an OAuth2/OIDC client and is an integration to an 

application. 

• OAuth Specification: https:/datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc6749

• OpenID Connect: https:/openid.net/connect/

Consent Page 

cidaas offers an advanced and GDPR compliant consent management, which 

provides the possibility to collect consent during login, registration, 

progressive profiling or based on actions.  Users can accept or reject privacy 

policies, or terms and conditions directly during registration.  In the user 

profile, users can revisit their consents at any time and edit them if necessary 

(consent/revocation).  

https://docs.cidaas.com/docs/cidaas-iam/01dcb43dd176a-consents-and-

consent-groups  

Kick-Off Meeting 1-hour meeting for project launch.

Gold Support 1x The response time is 4 hours, 7 days a week.

Test environment 1x Identical scope of services as in the cidaas plan.
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Functional Features:  https://www.cidaas.com/features/  

cidaas docs & apis:  https://docs.cidaas.com/  

Terms of use/AVV:  https://www.cidaas.com/terms-of-use/ 


